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by contract or waiver." Ngau, Ex. 19 (Vt. Pub. Servo Bd., Dkt. No. 6270, Order re: Mot. for
Decl. ofBd. Jurisdiction (Sept. 18,2001)), at 46-47. 12 The most that the DPS and the PSB could
have understood Paragraph 12 to accomplish is a waiver of a claim that federal preemption
completely divests the PSB of any CPG jurisdiction if Plaintiffs sought to operate the Vermont
Yankee Station beyond March 21, 2012. \3
Third, the parties could not reasonably have expected, at the time that they signed the

MOU, that the PSB or other Vermont authorities would attempt to regulate the Vermont Yankee
Station based upon radiological safety concerns that are exclusively the province of the federal
NRC under the AEA. In the PSB' s order approving the sale of the Vermont Yankee Station to
ENVY, the PSB recognized that, under PG&E, "the Atomic Energy Act preempts state
jurisdiction as to the 'radiological safety aspects involved in the construction or operation of a
nuclear plant .... '" Ngau, Ex. 20 at 118 (quoting PG&E, 461 U.S. at 205). Vermont could not
plausibly have interpreted ENVY and ENOl as waiving the right to assert federal preemption of
state efforts that go to the very core of the NRC's exclusive authority over radiological safety.
See, e.g., Olympic Pipe Line Co. v. City o/Seattle, 437 F.3d 872, 883-84 (9th Cir. 2006) (citation

See also Ngau, Ex. 19 at 21 n.24 ("To the extent that the Board is preempted from
modifying the Rule 4.100 contracts, the Board is preempted from modifying the contracts on any
state-law basis, including principles of estoppel."); id. at 28 ("If the Board is preempted by
federal law from granting the relief that the Utilities have requested, the Utilities have not
explained how-nor even asserted that-the doctrine of estoppel can reestablish jurisdiction that
has been federally preempted.").
12

As a matter of law, waivers are construed strictly. Cf Inv. Props., Inc. v. Lyttle, 739 A.2d
1222, 1229 (Vt. 1999) ("The language of a release ... should be narrowly interpreted, and if the
parties did not include certain terms this should be interpreted as intentional exclusion of those
terms."); N.Y State Energy Research & Dev. Auth. v. Nuclear Fuel Servs., Inc., 561 F. Supp.
954,966 (W.D.N.Y. 1983) ("A contract not to sue is disfavored by the law and will be strictly
construed against the party asserting it as a bar, requiring clear and explicit language showing an
intention to forebear from suit. ").
13
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omitted) (rejecting an argument that a party had waived its right to assert preemption under the
Pipeline Safety & Improvement Act, 49 U.S.C. § 60101 et seq., reasoning that "[fJederal
preemption is the allocation of power and decision-making authority between the federal
government and the state and local governments, based on the Supremacy Clause of the
Constitution," and "not an individual right of a third party"); Me. Yankee Atomic Power Co. v.
Bonsey, 107 F. Supp. 2d 47,50 (D. Me. 2000) (holding in the context of the AEA and NWPA

that, "even if [Maine Yankee] purported to 'waive' federal authority [over SNF storage], the
state would not thereby obtain any ability to regulate in those areas since Congress has reserved
that power to itself').
B.

Plaintiffs Are Likely To Succeed On Their Federal Power Act Preemption Claim.

Plaintiffs are also likely to succeed on the merits of their Federal Power Act ("FPA")
preemption claim because Vermont's scheme to extract below-market rates from ENVY for
Vermont retail electric utilities conflicts with FERC's exclusive authority to regulate the sale of
electricity at wholesale.
The FPA requires that all wholesale electricity rates be "just and reasonable," 16 U.S.C.
§ 824d(a), and grants FERC "exclusive authority to regulate the transmission and sale at
wholesale of electric energy in interstate commerce." New England Power Co. v. New
Hampshire, 455 U.S. 331, 340 (1982) (emphasis added); see also 16 U.S.C. § 824(b)(1)

(providing federal jurisdiction over "the transmission of electric energy in interstate commerce
and ... the sale of electric energy at wholesale in interstate commerce"). Through the FPA,
"Congress has drawn a bright line between state and federal authority in the setting of wholesale
rates and in the regulation of agreements that affect wholesale rates. States may not regulate in
areas where FERC has properly exercised its jurisdiction to determine just and reasonable
wholesale rates or to insure that agreements affecting wholesale rates are reasonable." Miss.
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Power & Light Co. v. Miss. ex rei. Moore, 487 U.S. 354,374 (1988) (emphasis added); see also
FPCv. S. Cal. Edison Co., 376 U.S. 205,215-16 (1964) (similar). A state, moreover, "must ...

give effect to Congress' desire to give FERC plenary authority over interstate wholesale rates,
and to ensure that the States do not interfere with this authority." Nantahala Power & Light Co.
v. Thornburg, 476 U.S. 953, 966 (1986). Thus, under the "filed rate doctrine," state courts and

regulatory agencies are preempted by federal law from requiring the payment of rates other than
the federal filed rate. See, e.g., Entergy La., Inc. v. La. Pub. Servo Comm 'n, 539 U.S. 39,47
(2003) ("The filed rate doctrine requires 'that interstate power rates filed with FERC or fixed by
FERC must be given binding effect by state utility commissions determining intrastate rates.'
When the filed-rate doctrine applies to state regulators, it does so as a matter of federal preemption through the Supremacy Clause.") (quoting Nantahala, 476 U.S. at 962); Miss. Power,
487 U.S. at 373 (same).
Over the past two decades, FERC has permitted sellers of wholesale electricity to file
"market-based" tariffs. "These tariffs, instead of setting forth rate schedules or rate-fixing
contracts, simply state that the seller will enter into freely negotiated contracts with purchasers."
Morgan Stanley Capital Grp. Inc.

V.

Pub. Uti!. Dist. No. J ofSnohomish Cnty., 554 U.S. 527,

537 (2008); see also Pub. Uti!. Dist. No. J of Snohomish Cnty.

V.

Dynegy Power Mktg., Inc., 384

F.3d 756, 760 (9th Cir. 2004) ("[A] market-based umbrella tariff ... preauthorizes the seller to
engage in market-based sales and puts the public on notice that the seller may do so.") (quotation
omitted).14 After authorizing a utility to charge market-based rates, FERC imposes ongoing

14 "The theory is that a seller cannot raise its price above the competitive level without
losing substantial business to rival sellers unless the seller has market power, and therefore that
FERC's determination that a seller lacks market power provides a 'strong reason to believe' that
sellers will be able to charge only just and reasonable rates." Dynegy Power Mktg., Inc., 384
F.3d at 760 (quoting Elizabethtown Gas CO. V. FERC, 10 F.3d 866,871 (D.C. Cir. 1993)).
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reporting requirements, and "it may revoke the authority prospectively" if it "determines from
these filings that a seller has reattained market power." Morgan Stanley Capital Grp. Inc., 554
U.S. at 538. A market-based tariff, like other tariffs filed with FERC, is subject to the filed rate
doctrine. See, e.g., Tex. Commercial Energy v. TXU Energy, Inc., 413 F.3d 503, 510 (5th Cir.
2005) (holding that market-based rates are '''filed' within the meaning of the filed rate doctrine"
given regulators' "oversight over the market").
Here, ENVY applied for and received authorization from FERC to sell, at wholesale, its
power into the ISO-NE interstate market at market-based rates. Compi.

~

42; Ngau, Ex. 21

(Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee LLC, Dkt. No. ER02-564-006 (Jan. 7,2009)); Ngau, Ex. 22
(Entergy Nuclear Generation Co., Dkt. No. ER99-1004-007 (Oct. 11,2006)); Entergy Nuclear
Generation Co., 116 FERC P 61101, 2006 WL 2126693 (2006); Ngau, Ex. 23 (Entergy Nuclear
Vermont Yankee, LLC, Dkt. No. ER02-564-000 (Feb. 5,2002)). Vermont officials, however,

have conditioned approval of Vermont Yankee's CPG upon ENVY selling power at belowmarket rates to in-state retail electric utilities. See supra, at 11-12 & n.3; Compi. ~~ 82-85. Such
lower rates would necessarily be different from-and thus conflict with-the existing marketbased rates that Entergy has negotiated without interference from the State pursuant to the
market-based tariff filed with FERC. Vermont's attempt to extract these below-market rates as a
condition of the issuance of a State CPG thus intrudes upon FERC's exclusive authority to
establish wholesale electricity rates and is plainly preempted by the FP A. See, e.g., Entergy La.,
Inc., 539 U.S. at 47,49-50; Nantahala Power & Light Co., 476 U.S. at 966; cf Miss. Power &
Light Co., 487 U.S. at 371 ("States may not alter FERC-ordered allocations of power by

substituting their own determinations of what would be just and fair.).
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Plaintiffs Are Likely To Succeed On Their Claim That The Vermont Laws
Violate The Commerce Clause.

Plaintiffs are also likely to succeed on the merits of their claim that Vermont's decision to
condition approval of a new CPG for Vermont Yankee on ENVY providing favorable rates for
Vermont retail electric utilities violates the Commerce Clause. This naked preference for in-state

utilities has no legitimate local purpose, but rather is designed to benefit Vermonters at the
expense of utilities and consumers in neighboring States. Vermont may not, consistent with the
Commerce Clause, compel ENVY to discriminate among utilities in this manner.
The Supreme Court has interpreted the Commerce Clause "as a restriction on permissible
state regulation" that applies "even in the absence of a conflicting federal statute." Hughes v.
Oklahoma, 441 U.S. 322, 326 (1979). Based on this so-called "dormant" or "negative" aspect of

the Commerce Clause, "[w]hen a state statute directly regulates or discriminates against
interstate commerce, or when its effect is to favor in-state economic interests over out-of-state
interests," the Supreme Court has "generally struck down the statute without further inquiry."
Brown-Forman Distillers Corp. v. NY. State Liquor Auth., 476 U.S. 573, 579 (1986); see also
Philadelphia v. New Jersey, 437 U.S. 617, 624 (1978) ("[W]here simple economic protectionism

is effected by state legislation, a virtually per se rule of invalidity has been erected. "). A state
statute impermissibly discriminates against interstate commerce where it accords "differential
treatment [to] in-state and out-of-state economic interests that benefits the former and burdens
the latter." Or. Waste Sys., Inc. v. Dep 't of Envtl. Quality, 511 U.S. 93, 99 (1994).
Here, Vermont's scheme facially discriminates against interstate commerce because it
requires ENVY to provide to retail electric utilities operating in the State (and thus serving
Vermont residents) rates more favorable than those provided to retail electric utilities operating
outside of Vermont (and thus serving residents of other States). This mandated preferential
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treatment to in-state utilities contravenes New England Power Co. v. New Hampshire, 455 U.S.
331 (1982), which held that a New Hampshire statute requiring a hydroelectric generating
company "at special rates adjusted to reflect the entire savings" attributable to its low costs
violated the Commerce Clause because it was "designed to gain an economic advantage for New
Hampshire citizens at the expense of New England Power's customers in neighboring states."
Id. at 336,339. The Court stated that New Hampshire's requirement "that its residents be given

a preferred right of access, over out-of-state consumers ... is precisely the sort of protectionist
regulation that the Commerce Clause declares off limits to the states." Id. at 338-39; see also
Brown-Forman Distillers Corp., 476 U.S. at 580 ("Economic protectionism is not limited to

attempts to convey advantages on local merchants; it may include attempts to give local
consumers an advantage over consumers in other States.") (emphasis added). Vermont's

scheme discriminates against interstate commerce and out-of-state utilities and thus is equally
unconstitutional.

II.

PLAINTIFFS WILL SUFFER IRREPARABLE HARM ABSENT A PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION.
Plaintiffs will manifestly suffer irreparable harm in the absence of preliminary relief

because Vermont's statutory scheme threatens to shut down the Vermont Yankee Station. While
ultimately the harm will be suffered by all Vermonters, Plaintiffs are suffering immediate and
direct harm from Vermont's actions, harm for which no monetary award would be adequate
compensation.
A preliminary injunction should be granted where a party will suffer damages for which
there is no adequate remedy at law. Sf. Albans Coop. Creamery, Inc. v. Glickman, 68 F. Supp.
2d 380, 385 (D. Vt. 1999). In St. Albans Cooperative Creamery, dairy producers in the
Northeast were granted a preliminary injunction against the Secretary of Agriculture to enjoin
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him from enforcing a final rule amending federal milk market orders. The dairy producers
alleged that they would lose substantial amounts of income in the immediate future and suffer
irreparable harm in the absence of a temporary restraining order. Id. at 385-86. The economic
losses alleged by the dairy producers were irreparable because, once the new milk pricing system
was implemented, the dairy producers would be unable to recover the lost revenue and there was
no alternative remedy at law for the losses that would occur. Id. at 386.
Second Circuit law is also clear that an act threatening the destruction of an ongoing
business concern constitutes irreparable harm. See John B. Hull, Inc. v. Waterbury Petroleum
Prods., 588 F.2d 24,28-29 (2d Cir. 1978). In numerous respects, the risk of the Vermont

Yankee Station being shut down not only threatens the destruction of ENVY as an ongoing
business concern in the long term, but also poses a major disruption of ENVY's business in the
short term, which itself is sufficient irreparable harm to warrant a preliminary injunction. See,
e.g., Nemer Jeep-Eagle, Inc. v. Jeep-Eagle Sales Corp., 992 F.2d 430,435 (2d Cir. 1993)

("Major disruption of a business can be as harmful as termination.").
A.

Irreparable Harm From Loss Of The Vermont Yankee Station's Skilled
Workforce.

Defendants' threat to shut down the Vermont Yankee Station in March 2012 is already
causing harm to Plaintiffs because numerous skilled employees, who are extremely difficult and
costly to replace, have recently left their jobs based on their concern that the Vermont Yankee
Station may be shut down as of March 21,2012. More are likely to do so as that date approaches
to the point that the loss of employees alone constitutes irreparable harm because it threatens the
ability of the Vermont Yankee Station to operate.
Given the Vermont Yankee Station's highly demanding operational requirements, it must
have a highly skilled, well-trained and dedicated workforce. The Vermont Yankee Station's
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operators must have either an Operator License or a Senior Operator License issued by the NRC.
Herron ~ 19. Because there are significant differences among nuclear facilities, these licenses
are Vermont Yankee Station-specific. Id. In other words, the Operator License for another
nuclear generating facility does not qualify the license holder to operate Vermont Yankee
Station. Even if a skilled operator from another plant wished to relocate to the Vermont Yankee
Station, that operator would first need to complete the specific requirements to obtain an
Operator License or Senior Operating License for the Vermont Yankee Station before he or she
could be an operator there. Id.
The Operator-License training and application process is lengthy. A Vermont Yankee
Station Operator License or Senior Operator License requires the successful completion of a 24month training program with written examinations and field demonstration examinations that are
administered by the NRC. Id.

~

20. Even after such licenses are obtained, operating crews

return to the plant simulator and training facility every six weeks for one week of further training
and requalification. Id. Training for Vermont Yankee Station technicians is also specific to the
particular position and typically requires up to 12 months of initial training with annual
retraining and requalification. Id. 15 Moreover, because the commercial nuclear power industry
has not been a growth industry for many decades, the number of people who have chosen to
enter the industry has been limited. Id.

~

21. There are 104 operating nuclear facilities in the

United States, and the competition to hire the best workers is intense. It is not uncommon for
nuclear plant operators to offer both financial and non-financial incentives to entice workers to
move. Id.
15 Vermont Yankee Station's training programs are accredited by the Institute for Nuclear
Power Operations ("INPO"), a nuclear industry association that was formed to promote the
highest levels of excellence in safety in the operation of commercial nuclear facilities and
imposes standards higher than those imposed by the NRC. Herron ~ 17.
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In this environment, the current uncertainty as to whether the Vermont Yankee Station
will be allowed to continue operating after March 2012 is making it difficult for the Vermont
Yankee Station to retain the highly specialized and skilled personnel needed to operate the plant.
In the past few years, the number of employees who have chosen to leave Vermont Yankee
Station and seek employment elsewhere has increased significantly. In 2010, the attrition ratethe percentage of employees who left the Vermont Yankee Station to work elsewhere-rose to
over 8 percent, an increase over prior years. Id
to meet or exceed the 2010 rate. Id

~

~~

24-25. In 2011, the attrition rate is on track

25. Exit interviews conducted with departing Vermont

Yankee Station employees reveal that the concern over the plant's future beyond March 2012 is
a recurring reason for the departures; for example, in just the first three months of 20 11, 8 of 13
departing employees cited "relicensing" as either the primary or secondary reason for their
decision to leave. Id.

~

27.

This same uncertainty is making it difficult, if not impossible, for Plaintiffs to find
replacement workers of the highest quality for these positions. While Vermont Yankee Station
operators may well be willing to make the training commitment required to become licensed to
operate other facilities in the expectation oflonger-term job security, operators at other facilities
are very unlikely to make the training commitment required to become licensed to operate
Vermont Yankee Station given the present uncertainty. Id

~

22; see also Kee ~ 14. Indeed, on

March 17,2009, the Public Oversight Panel of the General Assembly issued its Report for the
Vermont Yankee Reliability Assessment and found that the "contentious discourse" occurring
within the Vermont government regarding the future of the Vermont Yankee Station was itself
harming ENVY's ability to attract and keep skilled workers:
It is not our intention to take sides in this discourse. Our point is

that the nature of the current discourse has the potential to impede
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reliability, particularly because it raises barriers to Vermont
Yankee's ability to attract the needed skilled workers in a highly
competitive nuclear job market.
Ngau, Ex. 24 (Public Oversight Panel, Comprehensive Reliability Assessment o/the Vermont

Yankee Nuclear Power Plant, Mar. 17,2009), at 38 (emphasis added).
Accordingly, absent a preliminary injunction that would allay workers' concerns about an
imminent shutdown in less than a year, Plaintiffs may prevail in this litigation only to find that
the skilled workers needed to continue operating the plant have left. See Herron,-r 28. These
problems will only be magnified if the Vermont Yankee Station is actually shut down while this
case is pending.
B.

Irreparable Harm From Preparation For The Fall 2011 Refueling Outage.

Plaintiffs will soon suffer a second type of irreparable harm from the threat of a March
21,2012 shutdown, again even before the shutdown actually occurs. Specifically, Plaintiffs
must decide by July 7, 2011, whether to make substantial investments necessary to continue
operation of the plant past March 21, 2012. If Plaintiffs make those investments but the Vermont
Yankee Station is shut down before the trial on the merits of this action, then the investments
will be impaired and possibly lost entirely-even if Plaintiffs ultimately prevail at the trial on the
merits.
Specifically, the Vermont Yankee Station has mandatory refueling outages scheduled
approximately every 18 months. These outages are necessary because, over time, the nuclear
fuel in the reactor core produces less and less heat and consequently less and less electricity. 16
There are 368 fuel assemblies in the reactor core of Vermont Yankee Station. During each
refueling outage, one-third of the reactor core-approximately 120 fuel assemblies-is replaced
16 The heat generated by the nuclear reaction converts water to steam, and the pressure from
that steam is processed into a turbine generator that produces electricity. Herron,-r 11.
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with new fuel assemblies. Herron' 29. Additionally, during the refueling process, workers
perform NRC-required inspections, testing, and other work that cannot safely be performed
while the reactor is operating. Id. , 30. During a typical Vermont Yankee Station outage, there
are approximately 5,000 tasks to be performed during an approximately 25 day period. Id.

~

31.

To perform these tasks, approximately 800 to 1,000 supplemental skilled worker are brought in
from other Entergy nuclear facilities, craft labor unions and outside contractors. Id. These
supplemental workers and Vermont Yankee Station's regular employees work on an around-theclock basis, seven days a week during the refueling outage. Id., 31.
The Vermont Yankee Station's next outage is scheduled for October 2011, and for
several reasons, it cannot be postponed. First, to avoid potential disruptions to reliability of
service from the lack of sufficient electric generating capacity, outages oflarge generating
facilities like the Vermont Yankee Station need to be scheduled during the fall and spring
seasons when temperatures are relatively mild and electricity demand is below the peak levels
experienced during the summer and winter seasons. Id. , 34. Second, any delay in the outage
exceeding 30 days will require are-analysis of the nuclear core and, if the delay significantly
exceeds 30 days, re-design and re-fabrication of the new fuel assemblies to be installed, which
would extend the outage by several weeks during which ENVY would lose millions of dollars in
revenues. Id.

~

35. Third, Vermont's winter weather presents major risks and complications if

the October 2011 outage were postponed to any significant extent: the skilled temporary
workers needed to perform the thousands of tasks during the outage may be unwilling to work in
Vermont during the winter and winter weather can disrupt the precise time tables required for
these tasks, including disrupting the movement of large trucks and other pieces of heavy
equipment. Id.

~

36. Fourth, the Vermont Yankee Station's NRC license requires certain
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mandatory inspections that can only be safely and efficiently performed during an outage. The
mandatory NRC inspections and testing now scheduled to be done during the October 2011
refueling outage cannot be delayed beyond mid-February 2012 or after the winter weather period
has passed. Id.

~

37.

Certain decisions with major financial consequences must be made well in advance of the
October 2011 outage. As an initial matter, ENVY has a contractual deadline of July 7, 2011 to
place its order to fabricate the nuclear fuel assemblies that will be installed during the outage. Id.
~

39. The July 7 deadline is necessary to provide the fabricator sufficient time to fabricate the

fuel assemblies and ship them to Vermont Yankee Station in time for the October 2011 outage.
Id. Once ENVY issues the fabrication order, ENVY becomes irrevocably committed

contractually to pay for the fabrication services, the total cost of which falls in the range of $5-1 0
million. Id. (The entire value of the fuel assemblies exceeds $60 million. Id. ~ 42.)17 Because
fuel assemblies that are fabricated for Vermont Yankee Station are tailored to the particular
technical specifications of that facility, they cannot then be used in another nuclear facility, at
least not without incurring tens of millions of dollars of additional costs to re-fabricate the
assemblies for use at another facility run by an Entergy corporate affiliate or for sale to another
nuclear power plant. Id.

~~

39, 41. Once the new fuel assemblies are placed into the refueling

pool (which typically occurs one month before the start of the refueling outage), they become
mildly contaminated with radioactive compounds that are in the refueling pool water, making it
even costlier to re-purpose them for use elsewhere. Id.

~

41. And once the new fuel assemblies

are loaded into the core, they become highly radioactive and impossible to use in any other
nuclear power plant, such that their only valuable use would be as fuel for the Vermont Yankee
17 Similarly, as discussed above, the fuel outage requires Plaintiffs to incur the substantial
costs of hiring the supplemental skilled workers.
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42. ENVY therefore needs to make increasingly costly commitments to prepare

for refueling the Vermont Yankee Station, beginning as early as July 7, 2011, if the plant is to
continue to operate beyond March 21, 2012. Id. If, on the other hand, Plaintiffs choose not to
refuel the Vermont Yankee Station, the plant will become uneconomic to operate because the
reactor core will become depleted and the plant will continually decrease while operating costs
remain largely constant. Id. ~~ 44_46. 18 The only way to avoid these substantial operating costs
will be to permanently shut down the plant. Id.

~

47.

Whether Plaintiffs could recover any of these lost expenses and revenues from the State
of Vermont through a state-court suit (or, thereafter, a federal regulatory takings claim) is highly
uncertain. See Alger v. Dep 't of Labor and Indus., 917 A.2d 508, 520 (Vt. 2007) (explaining that
instances in which the state eradicates a public nuisance do not qualify as a compensable
takings); Chioffi v. City of Winooski, 676 A.2d 786, 788 (Vt. 1996) (explaining that "regulatory
delay cannot normally give rise to a temporary takings claim"); Donohue v. Paterson, 715 F.
Supp. 2d 306,316 (N.D.N.Y. 2010) ("The Second Circuit has stated that where a federal remedy
to recover pecuniary losses is barred under the Eleventh Amendment, irreparable harm is
present.") (citing United States v. State ofNew York, 708 F.2d 92, 93 (2d Cir. 1983». In such
circumstances of quantifiable but potentially unrecoverable money damages, irreparable harm is
established. See, e.g., Nat 'I Elee. Mfrs. Ass'n v. Sorrell, 72 F. Supp. 2d 449,454 (D. Vt. 1999)
Specifically, beginning around mid-September 2011, the Vermont Yankee Station's power
output will drop below the plant's full capacity-which is another reason the refueling outage
cannot be delayed much past October-and will continue to drop by approximately 1.5 percent
per week. Despite that continuing drop in power output, operating costs will remain essentially
constant-more than $6 million per month-as long as the plant remains operating, because the
NRC's regulations, and ENOl's own rules, do not permit any reductions in the plant's workforce
or any cutbacks in operational, safety, or security requirements while the plant is in operational
mode. With shrinking revenues and essentially constant costs, it will become impossible for the
plant to operate economically if new fuel assemblies are not loaded into the Vermont Yankee
Station's reactor core in October. Herron ~~ 44-46.
18
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("Even should the plaintiff ultimately prevail here, it could not recover any funds expended in
complying with Vermont's ... law because the state defendants are protected by the Eleventh
Amendment."), vacated on other grounds, 272 F.3d 104 (2d Cir. 2001); Entergy Ark., Inc., v.
Nebraska, 210 F.3d 887, 899 (8th Cir. 2000) ("The importance of preliminary injunctive relief is

heightened in this case by the likely unavailability of money damages should the Commission
prevail on the merits of its claims. Relief in the form of money damages could well be barred by
Nebraska's sovereign immunity.").
C.

Irreparable Monetary Losses From A "Temporary" Shutdown That May Be
Irreversible.

If, absent a preliminary injunction, Vermont is permitted to shut down the Vermont
Yankee Station on March 21, 2012 federal regulations may prevent the Vermont Yankee Station
from re-starting should Plaintiffs subsequently prevail at the trial on the merits, thus making the
"temporary" shutdown permanent and causing Plaintiffs loss of revenues not only during the
pendency of the litigation, but for the twenty years remaining under the recently issued federal
NRC renewal license for the Vermont Yankee Station. Specifically, a nuclear power plant must
submit a written certification to the NRC within thirty days of the decision permanently to cease
operations. 19 Kee ~ 24; Kee, Ex. 4; Kee, Ex. 5 (10 C.F.R. § 50.82(a)(1 )(i)). Although the NRC
Regulatory Guide discusses the evaluation of a possible withdrawal of the certification "on a
case-by-case basis," Kee, Ex. 4 at 1.184-8, the likelihood that such a withdrawal would succeed
is difficult to predict as it has never been attempted. Kee ~~ 24-25. Similarly, Vermont might
Although the regulations speak in terms of "permanent" cessation, Kee, Ex. 4 (NRC
Office of Nuclear Research, Regulatory Guide 1.184, Decommissioning of Nuclear Power
Reactors, at 1.184-7 (July 2000)), the requirement to file a certificate appears to apply because
the regulations do not contemplate temporary cessation. Moreover, absent a preliminary
injunction and prior to the trial on the merits, ENVY and ENOl would not know how long a
temporary cessation would last or whether ENVY and ENOl would ultimately prevail at the trial
on the merits (in the event they lost, and then lost on appeal, any cessation would be permanent).
19
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assert that, as a matter of Vermont law, the Vermont Yankee Station must be decommissioned
rather than kept in a state of readiness for possible restart. Id.

~

27. If the Vermont Yankee

Station is permanently shut down on March 21, 2011, it would lose profits from operation during
the 20-year NRC license renewal period and it would incur substantially higher
decommissioning costs than ifit continued to operate until 2032. Id.

~~

30-35. According to the

GDS Study, decommissioning the Vermont Yankee Station in 2012 rather than 2032 using the
SAFSTOR method will cause an increase in the decommissioning cost from $58.7 million to
$86.4 million (in 2006 dollars). Kee

~

31 & Ex. 7 at 6-6.

Moreover, the State of Vermont is reneging on a prior agreement regarding the manner in
which Vermont Yankee may be decommissioned. Instead of the SAFSTOR method, which is
specifically provided for in the MOU, and which, while still expensive, would permit ENVY to
gradually decommission Vermont Yankee over 60 years, the State of Vermont is now insisting
on the DECON method. Ngau, Ex. 10?0 Under the DECON method, the equipment, structures,
and portions of a facility and site containing radioactive contaminants are removed or
decontaminated to a level that permits the property to be released for unrestricted use shortly
after cessation of operations. See Kee, Ex. 7 at 6-1. If the Vermont Yankee Station is forced to
use the DECON method, the excess cost will constitute further irreparable harm.
These costs are irreparable because the prospect of their recovery from the State of
Vermont is uncertain, see supra, at 40-41, especially because they could amount to hundreds of
millions of dollars, see Long Island Lighting Co., 628 F. Supp. at 661 ("While the harm posed by
LILCO's inability to test its [emergency plan, necessary to begin operations] is largely
economic, it is of such huge proportions as to threaten harm that cannot be adequately
20 The Vermont General Assembly has attempted to renege on this agreement before, but the
legislation in question was vetoed by then-Governor Douglas. See Ngau, Ex. 18 at 4-5.
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compensated after the fact by money damages."). They are also irreparable because they involve
destroying a business, a harm that goes beyond mere financial loss. See, e.g., Semmes Motors,
Inc. v. Ford Motor Co., 429 F.2d 1197, 1205 (2d Cir. 1970) (affirming the grant of a preliminary

injunction because the right to continue a business is not measurable in monetary terms); RosoLino Beverage Distribs., Inc. v. Coca-Cola Bottling Co., 749 F.2d 124, 125-26 (2d Cir. 1984)
(per curiam) ("The loss of Roso-Lino's distributorship, an ongoing business representing many

years of effort and the livelihood of its husband and wife owners, constitutes irreparable harm.").
But even if it were possible as a matter of federal and state regulation temporarily to shut
down the Vermont Yankee Station and keep it in a state of readiness for restart, Plaintiffs would
incur substantial costs during that period of time (including maintaining the plant and complying
with any NRC or Vermont requirements for possible approval of restart), with no revenues.
These costs (and hence losses) would be millions of dollars per month. Kee ~ 28.

D.

Irreparable Harm From Loss Of Long-Term Power Contracts.

Contracts between energy retailers and energy wholesalers are typically made one year or
more in advance. Kee ~ 16. Because the entire purpose of long-term contracts is to have an
economically predictable source of supply, the uncertainty created by Vermont's plan to shut
down the Vermont Yankee Station on March 21,2012 has made it difficult for ENVY to enter
into such contracts. Id.

~

19. Those contracts that ENVY has been able to enter for post-March

21, 2012 supply have had to include a contingency provision excusing ENVY from performance
in the event that the Vermont Yankee Station does not generate power, and this contingency
provision (because it increases uncertainty to the retailer) necessarily results in the contract being
less valuable to the retail utility, which correspondingly will pay a lower price to ENVY. Id.
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~~ 19-20.2I Other retail utilities, including those that have contracted with ENVY in the past, are

likely to be unwilling to enter into long term contracts with ENVY that contain this contingency
provision, and instead turn to other wholesale suppliers. Id.

~

21.

These losses are difficult to quantify and are therefore irreparable. For example, in
Reuters Ltd. v. United Press International, Inc., 903 F.2d 904 (2d Cir. 1990), the Second Circuit

reversed the district court's denial of a preliminary injunction, finding that the failure to preserve
the status quo would cause irreparable harm to UPI. Id. at 908-09. UPI and Reuters had an
agreement to exchange photos, with UPI supplying Reuters with photos from the U.S. and
Reuters supplying foreign photos. Id. at 905. Reuters tried to get out of the agreement. Id. at
906. The Second Circuit held that UPI had shown irreparable harm because some customers
would cease dealing with it for news from any source if it were unable to continue supplying
those particular foreign news pictures: "[I]n cases where a preliminary injunction has issued to
prevent a product source from suspending delivery to a distributor, the irreparable harm has often
consisted of the loss of customers and the competitive disadvantage that resulted from a
distributor's inability to supply its customers with the terminated product." Id. at 909; see also,
e.g., Rex Med. L.P. v. Angiotech Pharm., Inc., No. 10 Civ. 8746,2010 WL 4977775, at *5-6

(S.D.N.Y. Dec. 1,2010). But even if the losses could be quantified, ENVY's ability to recover
them from Vermont is highly uncertain and thus irreparable for that reason.

This is confirmed by the proposed electricity sale agreements between ENVY and the
Vermont Electric Cooperative that were reported to include prices at "4.9 cents per kilowatt hour
for the first year of a 20-year contract and then for prices tied to market price thereafter." Kee ~
20 & Ex. 3 (Terri Hallenbeck, Entergy: No sale o/Vermont Yankee, BURLINGTON FREE PRESS,
Mar. 30,2011). The news report notes that these prices are "below the current market price and
below the 6-cent starting price utilities recently agreed to pay for Hydro-Quebec power." Kee,
Ex. 3 at 2.
21
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THE BALANCE OF THE HARDSHIPS WEIGHS HEA VIL Y IN FAVOR OF A
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION.
It is difficult to overstate the disparity between the hardships at issue in this case. As

discussed above, absent a preliminary injunction, Vermont's planned shutdown of the Vermont
Yankee Station will cause substantial irreparable harm and indeed is already causing such harm
from the loss of skilled employees and long-term contracts. By contrast, granting a preliminary
injunction will do nothing more than preserve the status quo, under which Vermont citizens, and
those in the surrounding States serviced by ISO-NE, enjoy low-cost, reliable, safe, cleanemissions power from the Vermont Yankee plant, with no incremental burden imposed on
Vermont governmental resources. Kee ~ 43 n.26. The Vermont Yankee Station can always be
decommissioned at a later time if, at the end of the day, the Court decides that, despite
authorization from the NRC, Vermont has the power to forbid the plant from operating.
Where, as here, the harm to Defendants from a preliminary injunction preserving the
status quo is dwarfed by the harm that Plaintiffs will suffer in its absence, a preliminary
injunction is clearly warranted. See, e.g., Nemer Jeep-Eagle, Inc., 992 F.2d at 436 ("[T]he
balance of the equities in this case tips decidedly in favor of appellant being granted specific
performance of its contract because neither Eagle Sales nor the four new dealers will suffer harm
proportionate to appellant's loss of business as a result of a status quo injunction.").

IV.

A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST.
Unlike the traditional commercial dispute, this case involves serious federal preemption

questions and also implicates the interests of private citizens throughout Vermont and the rest of
New England. Thus, the public interest, a customary factor in preliminary injunction cases, see,
e.g., Beal v. Stern, 184 F.3d 117, 123 n.2 (2d Cir. 1999), is especially important here. Granting a
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preliminary injunction that prohibits Vermont officials from shutting down the Vermont Yankee
Station during the pendency of this action best serves the public interest.
A.

Loss Of Jobs.

The loss of the Vermont Yankee Station will have a quantifiably negative impact on
Vermont's economy. The Vermont Yankee Station currently employs over 600 people from the
surrounding area, most of whom will lose their jobs if the plant is forced to shut down and begin
decommissioning under the SAFSTOR method, and even more of whom will lose their jobs if
Vermont successfully forces the Vermont Yankee Station to be decommissioned using the
DECON method.
1.

Consensus Study.

In March 2010, a group of energy and economic experts, including energy consultants
hired by the General Assembly's Joint Fiscal Committee, consulting economists hired by
Vermont's two largest utilities, power planners from the Vermont Department of Public Service,
and power planning experts from the State's two largest utilities, developed a set of consensus
energy and economic impact analyses associated with the continued operation or closure of the
Vermont Yankee Station after 2012. Kee, Ex. 9 at 1. This "Consensus Study" found that a
shutdown of the Vermont Yankee Station in 2012, rather than 2032, means approximately 1,060
fewer jobs for Vermont for the period from 2013 through 2031, though that number is slightly
lower if the Vermont Yankee Station is implementing SAFSTOR decommissioning during the
same period. Id. at 8-9; Kee ~~ 40-41. The Consensus Study also found that secondary indirect
and induced economic impacts would be higher if the effect on New Hampshire and
Massachusetts were taken into account, as 60 percent of Vermont Yankee Station employees
reside (and spend most of their personal income) in those states. Kee, Ex. 9 at 8-9.
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When taking into account higher retail energy prices that would be caused by a shutdown
of the Vermont Yankee Station, and the impact of losing the Revenue Sharing Agreements
(under which ENVY shares Vermont Yankee Station revenues with Vermont utilities), the
Consensus Study found that shutting down the Vermont Yankee Station in 2012 would "result in
about 1,100 fewer jobs per year and real disposable personal income levels more than $60
million per year (in 2012 dollars) below" the level they would be with the Vermont Yankee
Station in operation through 2032. Id. at 9.
2.

IBEW Study.

A 2010 report by the International Brotherhood of Electricity Workers ("IBEW") Local
300 (Kee, Ex. 6 (Richard W. Heaps, Northern Economic Consulting, Inc., The Economic Impact
of the VY Station, Jan. 31, 2010)) (the "IBEW Study"), a union to which approximately 160
Vermont Yankee Station employees belong, found that the Vermont Yankee Station had 642
employees and that the plant employed between 25 and 30 non-employee contractors for food
services and non-nuclear construction. Id. at 3. These jobs would be lost if the Vermont Yankee
Station is shut down, although a smaller number of jobs may remain (e.g., jobs related to security
of the SNF storage casks and the closed nuclear plant and, eventually, jobs related to
decommissioning). Id. The IBEW Study notes that these jobs result in a larger economic impact
and are linked to a total of 1,288 jobs in Vermont with $93.3 million in wages (in 2009). Id. at 4;

3.

Effects On Other Employers.

A shutdown will have a negative impact on Vermont's economy not only due to the loss
of the Vermont Yankee Station itself, but also due to the potential loss of other area businesses
that may leave the state or be forced to conduct layoffs if power costs rise in the absence of the
Vermont Yankee Station. The resulting increase in costs for local businesses would be
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significant. IBM, the largest employer in Vermont, estimated that its electricity costs would rise
by 25 percent if Vermont Yankee Station were shut down, prompting a discussion of whether the
cost of doing business in Vermont would become too high for the company. Kee, Ex. 17
(Melinda Davenport, IBM Warns Lawmakers About the Loss ofVt. Yankee, WCAX, Jan. 26,
2011); Kee ~ 51. Noting the impact of a shutdown of the Vermont Yankee Station on electricity
rates, a CEO of another company, Fab-Tech, Inc., that employs nearly 150 people in Colchester,
Vermont recently stated that "[t]he increased cost of electricity if Yankee is not relicensed could
have a direct effect on employment at our Vermont facility." Ngau, Ex. 25 (Press Release,

Business and Labor Leaders: Vermont Yankee Closure will Jeopardize Jobs and State's
Economic Recovery (Feb. 10,2011)).
B.

Lower Tax Revenue.

Early closure of the Vermont Yankee Station will result in lower tax revenues for the
state of Vermont, both directly and indirectly. In addition to the loss of income tax revenue from
lost jobs described above, Vermont will lose the substantial taxes paid by the Vermont Yankee
Station itself.
A report issued in February 2011 by the Vermont Legislative Joint Fiscal Office
estimated that the tax revenue from Vermont Yankee Station was $6.71 million in 2010 and
estimated at $6.74 million in 2011. Kee, Ex. 13 at Table 2. This amount includes the Electrical
Energy Tax (General Fund) and the Electric Generating Plant Education Property Tax, neither of
which would accrue if no electricity is generated. Kee ~ 46. Over and above tax revenues are
the lost revenues from the ripple effect on the local economy of losing the Vermont Yankee
Station and its workers. For example, the Consensus Study concludes that the total negative
fiscal impact of a V ermont Yankee Station shutdown is as high as $6 million per year with a 20year cumulative total of about $109 million by 2032. Id.
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the jobs linked to the Vermont Yankee Station resulted in $4.87 million in income tax, retail
sales and use tax, and other tax revenues for Vermont. Kee ~ 45 & Ex. 6 at 16.
The GDS Study (Kee, Ex. 7), prepared under contract with the Vermont Department of
Public Service pursuant to Act 160, was provided to the PSB and to Vermont's Legislative
Committees on Natural Resources and Energy, the House Committee on Commerce, and the
Senate Committee on Finance for their consideration of ENVY and ENOl's petition for a CPG to
operate the Vermont Yankee Station through 2032. The GDS Study analyzed the effects of the
Vermont Yankee Station operating through 2032, including "a tax/revenue assessment of
burdens placed on the government and taxes collected by the government due to operation of the
facility; an economic impact analysis of the multiplicative effects on the economy through total
value added and jobs supported by operations of Vermont Yankee; the value to ratepayers ofa
revenue sharing arrangement between ENVY and certain electric utilities in Vermont; and the
possibility that ENVY might sell power out of Vermont Yankee to in-state utilities at some
discount from market prices." Kee, Ex. 7 at 1-14.
The GDS Study noted that the Vermont Yankee Station provides four primary sources of
revenue to Vermont: (1) taxes associated with increased economic activity, (2) state income
taxes collected on salaries of full-time employees, (3) the Electrical Energy Tax, and (4) the
Education Property Tax. The GDS Study concluded that "[c]ontinued operation of the Vermont
Yankee nuclear facility represents a substantial economic value to the State of Vermont and its
citizens." Id. Taking into account a variety of factors, the GDS Study found:
The cost/benefit analysis conducted in this study and detailed in
Chapter 11 indicates that positive value is created for the local and
state governments, the economy as a whole, and the electric
ratepayers of the state if the station continues to operate an
additional 20 years. The total 20-year value is estimated to range
from an extreme low potential of $1.5 billion to an extreme high of
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$5.1 billion, representing between 0.2% and 0.6% of estimated
Gross State Product over the 20 years. The base case value is $3.6
billion over 20 years. These results can be construed to represent
the likely cost to the economy of shutting down Vermont Yankee
in 2012 as opposed to extending its operating license.
Id. at 1-15. Put another way, the GDS Study found that the additional economic activity

generated by the Vermont Yankee Station operating through 2032 would be "enough to support
anywhere from 21,298 to 36,884 full time equivalent job-years over the twenty years of
continued operations (one full-time job held for twenty years represents twenty job-years)." Id.
Without the Vermont Yankee Station, that economic activity will not occur.
Moreover, because the Vermont Yankee Station is one ofthe top five employers in
Windham County, the negative effects of a shutdown of the Vermont Yankee Station will be
especially high there. The GDS Study finds that "the local real estate market would likely see a
depression in home values with a relatively high number of homes entering the market in a short
period of time. That, in tum, might be enough to suppress new home construction for some time,
having adverse impacts on the construction sector as well." Id. at 11-6. Although the GDS
Study did not attempt to quantify the impact, it noted that a shutdown of the Vermont Yankee
Station would cause the economy to lose the value of family members ofVY employees who
worked in local jobs, potentially increasing unemployment and consequent burdens on local
government. Id.
C.

Higher Power Prices.

"Vermont Yankee currently provides energy at a relatively low and stable cost when
compared against its practicable alternatives." Key, Ex. 7 at 12-4. There is no doubt that, if the
Vermont Yankee Station is shut down in 2012, the cost of retail power will be higher for
Vermont citizens. As the GDS Study found, if the Vermont Yankee Station is retired, energy
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prices throughout the region will increase. Id. at 12-4 to 12-5. For example, the ODS Study
states:
While Hydro Quebec (HQ) imports stand as one of the most
accessible replacements for electricity currently being purchased
from Vermont Yankee, such imports will likely be more
expensive. Unlike Vermont Yankee, Vermont has limited
negotiating leverage with HQ. Any additional power coming from
HQ would be procured under a new contract, with terms negotiated
by HQ and the Vermont utilities.
Id. at 12-10 to 12-11.

While Vermont utilities could try to build capacity to replace the Vermont Yankee
Station, the ODS Study notes that "most alternatives will likely have higher production prices
than imports from Quebec, with the exception of some larger coal plant options." Id. at 12-11.
In fact, Vermont's utilities recently did renew their contracts with Hydro Quebec, but for only
225 MWH per year, for 26 years. Ngau, Ex. 26 (Utilities Formally Sign Contract With HydroQuebec For Power, VPRNEWS, Aug. 12,2010). Thus, the State will be forced to look beyond

Hydro Quebec to fill the gap left by the Vermont Yankee Station, meaning that it will almost
certainly purchase higher-priced energy. Kee ~ 57.
The Consensus Study similarly found that "the retail power bill is likely to be higher in
the event of plant closure." Kee, Ex. 9 at 9. While the Consensus Study did not quantify the
increase in monetary terms, it found that these higher retail power prices will reduce employment
in Vermont by approximately 120 jobs per year, and reduce economic output by more than $15
million per year (in 2012 dollars). ld.
By contrast, continued operation of the Vermont Yankee Station will almost certainly
result in below market power costs:
In the event that the Vermont Yankee facility's license is renewed
for continued operation post 2012, Entergy and the utilities will
have 30 days to negotiate in good faith for new contracts. The
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ultimate cost to Vermont for Vermont Yankee power post 2012
will obviously depend on results from these negotiations.
However, a revenue sharing agreement with the Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Company virtually ensures that, provided market
prices remain above $61.00/MWh, the net power costs from
Vermont Yankee will be below market.
Kee, Ex. 7 at 12-11 to 12-12. In similar circumstances, courts have noted that the "specter of
higher [power] costs and reduced services" warranted preliminary relief. See Long Island

Lighting Co., 628 F. Supp. at 661.
D.

Lower Electrical System Reliability.

Through sales in the wholesale market and to Vermont's retail utilities, the Vermont
Yankee Station currently provides the equivalent of approximately one-third of the base-load
power used by Vermont electricity consumers. Kee, Ex. 7 at 12-12. As recent reports have
illustrated, Vermont's long-term energy plan relies on the continued operation of the Vermont
Yankee Station for the next 20 years and the state does not currently have a plan for how it will
meet Vermont's electricity needs if the plant is shut down. Ngau, Ex. 27 (Shumlin Tackles New

Energy Plan, Without Yankee in the Mix, VPR NEWS, Jan. 27, 2011) (stating that Governor
Shurnlin was "very surprised to learn that the state's long range energy plan counts on Vermont
Yankee power for the next 20 years").
The effects of a shutdown of the Vermont Yankee Station would extend beyond Vermont
to the entire New England region. In its August 2010 Final Capacity Auction Results Filing
("FCA Results Filing") to FERC, ISO-NE made clear that its planning through May 2014
includes having Vermont Yankee Station operating and supplying power to the New England
region. ISO-NE noted that the loss of capacity from the Vermont Yankee Station would result
"in overloads of transmission facilities in the Vermont, New Hampshire, and Western
Massachusetts Load Zones," and that "no other generation in New England would mitigate the
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overloads." Kee, Ex. 18 (ISO-NE, Final Capacity Auction Results: Surplus Resources Available
for 2013-2014, Aug. 30,2010), at 3; Kee ~ 66. As a result, iflSO-NE cannot rely on power
from the Vermont Yankee Station, it would need take dramatic and expensive steps to maintain
the reliability of the New England electric system that would likely result in higher energy prices
throughout the region. As ISO-NE put it:
If the Vermont Yankee license is not extended, the ISO will take
whatever actions are necessary to maintain the reliability of the
New England electric system. This could include, but may not be
limited to: operating additional generation facilities the cost of
which may be above market prices; planning for the accelerated
construction of additional transmission facilities to deliver power
to Vermont; or issuing so-called Gap RFPs, under which additional
resources are procured in the area to reliably operate the power
system.
Kee, Ex. 25(b) (Letter to Hon. Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary, FERC, from Raymond W. Hepper,
ISO-NE (Aug. 30, 2010)), at 3. And just as with the Vermont Yankee Station's own internal
planning, these are expenses that ISO-NE would need to undertake merely because of the
possibility that Vermont Yankee's power may not be available in the future-expenses that
likely could never be recovered even if Plaintiffs ultimately prevailed in this case.
More recently, ISO-NE conducted an assessment of the power transmission needs of
Vermont and New Hampshire. That study, completed on February 17,2011, found that, without
the Vermont Yankee Station in operation, the risk that future disruptions in the energy grid will
cause losses of electricity service (i. e., blackouts) becomes more widespread and more severe:
[B]y the year 2020, the Vermont and New Hampshire transmission
systems will need additional resources, transmission system
upgrades, or a combination of both to reliably serve the forecasted
demand for electricity. These additional resources could include
generation, demand resources, or voltage support. Under a variety
of scenarios and demand levels, potential thermal overloads and
voltage violations were observed in almost every area of Vermont
and New Hampshire, with potential overloads and voltage
violations also seen in north central and western Massachusetts.
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Many of these potential violations occur at current levels of
demand. These issues exist with or without Vermont Yankee in
service, but generally (but not always) tend to be more widespread
and severe without Vermont Yankee. Under some circumstances,
loss of load-that is, loss of electricity service-could occur in
portions of Vermont and New Hampshire.
Kee, Ex. 23 at 2-3 (paragraph break omitted).
E.

Increased Greenhouse Gas Emissions.

The Vermont Yankee Station is also a crucial part of Vermont's commitment to
minimizing its production of greenhouse gases. Having determined that global warming is a
serious problem, and that global warming is caused by greenhouse gasses such as carbon
dioxide, the State of Vermont has made it a priority to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and has
taken affirmative steps to further this goal. See Ngau, Ex. 28 (Defs. and Def.-Intervenors'
Proposed Findings Of Fact, Ass 'n of Int '/ Automobile Mfrs. v. Crombie, No. 2:05-cv-00302, ECF
No. 489 (D. Vt. June 15,2007)), at ~ 6 (litigation regarding Vermont's 2005 adoption of
California's low-emissions vehicle standards); Kee ~~ 61-62 (describing Vermont's participation
in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative). Indeed, in separate litigation before this Court,
defending its own automobile emissions regulations, Vermont observed that
[t]here is a risk of abrupt climate change in the twenty-first century
as a result of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. While it is
very difficult to predict when such a tipping point will occur, it is
not difficult to predict that a tipping point will occur. A 2-3 degree
Celsius global average temperature increase would cause an abrupt
climate change and it could occur at any time.
Ngau, Ex. 28 at

~

97 (citations omitted). The State has also taken the position that "[a] relatively

small reduction in carbon dioxide emissions is scientifically important because of the nonlinear
nature of the climate system, including the nonlinear nature of phenomena such as ice sheet
disintegration and species extinction." Id. at ~ 105.
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The Vermont Yankee Station reduces Vermont's carbon footprint significantly. Without
the Vermont Yankee Station, Vermont would be forced to fill the gap in power supply with
higher-emission sources such as coal or gas power. One study found that Vermont's carbon
dioxide emissions would increase by about 2 million tons per year if the Vermont Yankee
Station were shut down. Kee, Ex. 10 at 21; see also Kee, Ex. 7 at 12-8. While Vermont may, in
the long term, develop enough renewable energy sources to help meet this need, the GDS Study
concluded that "[i]n the foreseeable future, however, these sources will not be available in
sufficient quantity as is currently provided through Vermont's share of the Vermont Yankee
facility." Kee, Ex. 7 at 12-5. Thus, a shutdown of the Vermont Yankee Station will almost
certainly mean increased greenhouse gas emissions.
In May 2008, Vermont released, for public review, its draft of a third Comprehensive
Energy Plan ("CEP"), designed to "highlight the growing array of overlapping and interrelated
initiatives of the Administration and state agencies, the Vermont General Assembly, Vermont's
educational institutions, the Federal Government, federal and state regulators, the community of
states and provinces in the Northeast U.S. and eastern Canada, and Vermont communities." Kee,
Ex. 12 (Vt. Dep't of Pub. Serv., Vermont Comprehensive Energy Plan 2009 and Update to the

2005 Twenty-Year Electric Plan (May 2008)), at xi. As part of that CEP, Vermont conceded the
importance of the Vermont Yankee Station to Vermont's commitment to reduce its carbon
emIssIOns:
At present, Vermont is at an advantage with respect to our carbon
profile. Vermont has the smallest carbon footprint of any state in
the U.S. and has one of the smallest on the basis of per capita
emissions. Despite Vermont's current advantage, the state may be
particularly challenged to maintain or improve upon that profile
relative to other states. As noted below, Vermont's advantage is
due in significant part to the existence of contracts for electricity
with Vermont Yankee and Hydro-Quebec. The Vermont Yankee
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contracts are due to expire in 2012 and a significant share of the
Hydro-Quebec contracts by 2016.
Id. at 1-7 (emphasis added, footnotes omitted).22 Absent the Vermont Yankee Station, those

imports would necessarily increase, thus increasing the state's carbon footprint dramatically. In
addition to the negative environmental effects from this increase in carbon emissions, Vermont
will also lose some or all of the approximately $3 million in annual revenue it currently receives
from the ROOI cap and trade program, and Vermont electric utilities may see higher ROOIrelated costs that would be passed on to utility customers, depending on the source that replaces
the electricity now produced by the Vermont Yankee Station. Kee ~~ 61-62.
F.

No Environmental Benefit From Shutdown.

The ODS Study engaged in a lengthy and detailed analysis of the potential environmental
impact of continued operation of the Vermont Yankee Station past 2012. Relying upon, inter

alia, the NRC's independent review of the environmental impacts of continued operation of the
plant, the ODS Study addressed the effects of plant releases, withdrawal from and discharge to
the Connecticut River, waste management and storage, maintenance of transmission lines on air
and water quality, natural communities and habitat, the effects of climate change on the
hydrology of the area, and seismic activity on soil stability and conditions. Kee, Ex. 7 at 9-1.
The ODS Study concluded that environmental impact from continued operation would be
minor. For example:
•

"Air emissions, especially C02, are limited since the facility does not combust
fossil fuel to generate electricity. Similarly, hazardous air contaminants released
in cooling tower drift are expected to be low and within permit limits.
Radioactive emissions are expected to remain similar to current levels." Id. at 951.

22 As explained supra, at 50-51, power purchased from Hydro Quebec to replace the lost
capacity of the Vermont Yankee Station is likely to be more expensive compared to the situation
where the Vermont Yankee Station remained operational.
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•

"No impacts from cooling tower drift on crops or native plants are expected. No
federally or state-listed species would be impacted .... Thermal discharge of
water to the river is not expected to impact organisms through heat shock or
present a thermal barrier to migrating American shad or Atlantic salmon." Id. at
9-51 & 9-52.

•

"Seismic shaking would not cause any damage to facilities at the VYNPS,
provided that all upgrades, refurbishments, and new construction conform to
current (and future) federal requirements and any appropriate State of Vermont
requirements. It is unlikely that an earthquake of significant intensity and
magnitude to trigger liquefaction would occur." Id. at 9-52.

•

"High-level nuclear waste stored in the ISFSI would not pose environmental
concerns." Id.

Although a tritium leak was identified subsequent to the GDS Study, ENVY and ENOl
appropriately addressed the issue. According to a study commissioned by Vermont's DPS,
"ENVY's activities related to locating and excavating the AOG [Advanced Off-Gas] leaks were
timely, appropriate, and planned effectively," Ngau, Ex. 29 (Nuclear Safety Associates,
Supplemental Report To The Comprehensive Reliability Assessment Of The Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Facility (Apr. 30,2010) (redacted version)), at 94, and the leak "did not affect the

overall reliability of the plant," id. at 95. Moreover, both the NRC and Vermont's State Nuclear
Engineer determined that the leak had had no effect on public health, safety, or the off-site
environment, and the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources ("ANR") determined that the level
of tritium released to the off-site environment was orders of magnitude below ENVY's federal
Clean Water Act permit, which ANR administers. Ngau, Ex. 20 (Letter from Darrell J. Roberts,
Director, Division of Reactor Safety, to Michael Colomb, Site Vice President, Entergy Nuclear
Operations, Inc. (Apr. 16,2010)); Ngau, Ex. 31(Vt. Pub. Servo Bd., Dkt. No. 7600, Prefiled
Testimony of Richard Spiese, Environmental Analyst, Agency of Natural Resources (July 2,
2010)), at 5; Ngau, Ex. 31 (Vt. Pub. Servo Bd., Dkt. No. 7600, Testimony ofUldis Vanags,
Vermont State Nuclear Engineer (July 2,2010)), at 266:3-12.
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Accordingly, the public's interest in the environment would not be harmed by a
preliminary injunction allowing the Vermont Yankee Station to continue operating during the
pendency of this litigation. Moreover, allowing continued operation of the Vermont Yankee
Station provides affirmative benefits to the environment in the former of lower greenhouse gas
emissions. 23
G.

Loss Of Charitable Contributions.

If the Vermont Yankee Station is shut down, the significant contribution of the Vermont
Yankee Station to local and regional charities will be lost. More than 100 local non-profit
organizations received contributions from ENVY in 2010, with more than $300,000 dollars in
total 2010 contributions. Kee ~ 78 & Exs. 27-28. Although it did not quantify the impact, the
GDS Study noted that:
Entergy VY has been a contributor to local charities and expects to
continue to do so .... VY estimates based on historical experience
that it will donate an average of $380,000 per year, or $7.6 million
total over 20 years. The Department of Public Service has verified
that VY is a significant benefactor of several local charities
including United Way.
Kee, Ex. 7 at 11-30.
H.

Yankee Rowe Experience.

In assessing the harm to the public from a closure of the Vermont Yankee Station, the
Court also should consider the relevant experience of other locations impacted by the shutdown
of a nuclear power plant. For example, the nearby town of Rowe, Massachusetts, was
dramatically harmed by the 1992 closing of the Yankee Rowe nuclear power plant. A University
of Massachusetts at Amherst study provides a preview of what may happen to the community
surrounding VYNPS. Among the findings of that study were:
23 Thus, any environmental rationale that Defendants might assert post hoc in an attempt to
avoid federal AEA preemption would be a pretext for Vermont's true safety rationale.
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•

"Generally, there was a somewhat wistful feeling in Rowe that life just wasn't the
same any more. This was not simply a dollars-and-cents matter of jobs, taxes,
and the economic base, but rather a loss of the community'S strong sense of
purpose."

•

Within 2 years of the closure, 46 percent ofthe plant's workforce had left the
plant; many had moved to other nuclear power plants in distant states.

•

The town's retail businesses suffered; the supermarket most used by Rowe
residents closed; a local resident withdrew his proposal to build a new restaurant.

•

The revenue loss directly affected town services; Rowe cut off funding for
ambulances and schools.

•

Local assessors estimated a $6 million decline in property values, with the closing
of Yankee Rowe as the major reason; Rowe and its neighboring towns had to
raise property taxes considerably.

80-81 & Ex. 29 (John R. Mullin & Zenia Kotval, The Closing o/the Yankee Rowe

Nuclear Power Plant: The Impact on a New England Community, UMASS Amherst Landscape
Architecture & Regional Planning Faculty Publication Series (1997».
Similarly, the closure of the Maine Yankee station in 1997 confirms the impact on jobs
and tax revenue that can be expected from a premature shutdown of the Vermont Yankee
Station. Maine Yankee was a significant source of tax revenue (estimated at 96 percent) for
Wiscasset, Maine. Kee, 83. In 1998, a year after Maine Yankee's closure, the amount of
annual tax revenue from Maine Yankee dropped to about $6 million from nearly $13 million
prior to closing, with the lost tax revenue made up by a combination of higher local taxes and
spending cuts. Id. Maine Yankee had 480 full-time employees when it was operating; this was
reduced to 166 by 1998. Id. After the closure, the town had to cut its police force and raise taxes
on residents, even as people moved out. As one town official put it: "The impact in the town
was pretty dramatic .... We're still experiencing difficulties and will for some time." Id.
(discussing closure of Maine Yankee). This Court should avert any similar dramatic
consequences here by issuing the preliminary injunction.
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Hearing Requested
Plaintiffs respectfully request a hearing on this motion.

Conclusion
Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court grant their Motion for Preliminary
Injunction.
Dated:

Burlington, Vermont
April 18, 2011

/s/ Robert B. Hemley
Robert B. Hemley, Esq.
Matthew B. Byrne, Esq.
Gravel and Shea PC
76 St. Paul Street, t h Floor, P. O. Box 369
Burlington, VT 05402-0369
(802) 658-0220
rhemley@gravelshea.com
mbyrne@gravelshea.com
For Plaintiffs
Entergy Nuclear Vermont Yankee, LLC and
Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.
Of Counsel:
Kathleen M. Sullivan, Esq.
Robert Juman, Esq.
Sanford 1. Weisburst, Esq.
William B. Adams, Esq.
Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan, LLP
51 Madison Avenue, 22nd Floor
New York, NY 10010
(212) 849-7000
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